3. NEWS: GENERAL ASSIGNMENT – LIGHT NEWS

The Raven Run
Christopher Ahrendt, Antonio Castellanos, Gonzalo Londoño, Steven Lee, Alejandro Basalo,
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

Teachin’ & Beachin’
Vince Marcucci
Advisor: Jason Sill
The School District of Lee County, Fort Myers, FL

5. MUSIC VIDEO

NO WINNER

6. SHORT FORM – FICTION

The Last Color We Felt
Thomas McDonald, Analia Fernandez, Beau Buckley, Sophia Veiga, Christian Inman, Rami Abugazaleh, Kari Dickson, Jordan Scandizzo, Jonathon Saldanha, Enrique Ros, Sarah Toruno, Robert Figueroa
Advisor: Vidal ‘Chuck’ Rivera
West Broward High School, Pembroke Pines, FL

8. LONG FORM – FICTION

NO WINNER
9. LONG FORM – NON-FICTION

Every Drop Counts
Christopher Ahrendt, Antonio Castellanos, Alejandro Basalo,
Gonzalo Londoño, Javier Rodriguez, Arthur Falconi
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

10. SPORTS

The Ironman
Christopher Ahrendt, Alexander Someillan, Joseph Fernandez,
Antonio Castellanos, Sebastian Valdes-Denis,
Alexander Ramos, David Alexander Perez, Alejandro Basalo
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

13. PUBLIC SERVICE (PSAs)

Polluting
Robert Figueroa, Thomas McDonald,
Hunter Chueng, Skylar Rodriguez,
Advisor: Vidal ‘Chuck’ Rivera
West Broward High School, Pembroke Pines, FL

Spread the Love
Javier Rodriguez, Arthur Falconi,
Lukas Guerra, Kevin Reyes, Antonio Castellanos
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL
**STBHS Lockdown Video**
Ryan Rivas, Jorge Rodriguez, George Rodriguez, Sophia Lazo, Mathew Aponte, Vita Rios, Miranda Christian, Sophia Medina, Alexandra Ibarria, Felipe Alvarez, Chris Tapanes, Mia Da Parre
Advisor: Andres Uzcategui
St. Brendan High School, Miami, FL

**Good Food, Better Mood**
Brent Becerra, Lukas Guerra, Sean Dawson, Javier Rodriguez, Steven Lee, Arthur Falconi, Víctor Arechavaleta
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

**14. PUBLIC AFFAIRS/COMMUNITY SERVICE**

**Blue Missions**
Christopher Ahrendt, Javier Rodriguez, Gonzalo Londoño, Alejandro Basalo, Antonio Castellanos, Arthur Falconi
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

**Memorial High School Inspires Young Law Enforcement Professionals**
Christopher Ahrendt, Antonio Castellanos
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

**15. COMMERCIAL**

**College Fair Promo**
Ryan Rivas, Chris Tapanes, Emily Diaz, Alexis Pozo, Felipe Alvarez, Eric Rodriguez
Advisor: Andres Uzcategui
St. Brendan High School, Miami, FL
Come to Columbus!
Mickey Suarez, Joseph Fernandez
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

Acceptance STBHS
Ryan Rivas, Mathew Aponte, Jorge Rodriguez,
Miranda Christian, Sophia Medina, Alexandra Ibarria,
Vita Rios, Felipe Alvarez, Mia Da Parre, Chris Tapanes
Advisor: Andres Uzcategui
St. Brendan High School, Miami, FL

SUNCOAST STUDENT PRODUCTION AWARDS
2018 CRAFT - WINNERS - HIGH SCHOOL

21. TALENT

Gonzalo Londoño Talent Demo Reel
Gonzalo Londoño
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL
SUNCOAST STUDENT PRODUCTION AWARDS

2018 PROGRAM - HONORABLE MENTIONS - HIGH SCHOOL

1. NEWSCAST

Hurricane Season Broadcast
Paula Rodriguez, Ben Robinson, Blair Brown, Ryan Hart, Jaedin Doddapaneni, Brooke Brennan, Leeann Figueroa, Ashlyn Register, TJ Segers
Advisor: Kevin Patterson
Oviedo High School, Oviedo, FL

December 13, 2017 Broadcast
Ashlyn Register, Leeann Figueroa, Blair Brown, Nicholas Jordan, Savannah Rodriguez, Paula Rodriguez, Brooke Brennan, Erin Newman, TJ Segers, Nevada Cullen
Advisor: Kevin Patterson
Oviedo High School, Oviedo, FL

CTV News
Casey Chapter
Advisor: Alfredo Pichardo
Cooper City High, Cooper City, FL

Special Edition of CCNN Live: Anaheim
Student Crew
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

American Heritage News Cast
Student Crew
Advisors: Maria Molina
American Heritage School/WAHS News, Plantation, FL
2. NEWS: GENERAL ASSIGNMENT – SERIOUS NEWS

*Misconception*
Christina Insua, Omar Delgado, Anthony Fernandez, Danyel De Villiers, Erick Marrero Alejandro Basalo,
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

3. NEWS: GENERAL ASSIGNMENT – LIGHT NEWS

*Animal Services Brings New Families Together*
Christopher Ahrendt, David Alexander Perez, Antonio Castellanos, Franco Luis, Joseph Fernandez, Victor Arechevaleta, Lukas Guerra, Steven Lee
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

4. ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT/CULTURAL

*Hyatt Family Lights up Miami*
Lukas Guerra, David Alexander Perez, Antonio Castellanos, Giancarlos Miguel, Carlos Rodriguez
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

*The Art of Music*
Gonzalo Londoño, Franco Luis
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

5. MUSIC VIDEO

NO WINNER
6. SHORT FORM – FICTION

Choice
Jorge Iglesias, Timothy Mackle
Advisor: John Calderin
Belen Jesuit Preparatory School, Miami, FL

A Seat at the Table
Thomas McDonald, Morgan Goldwich, Robert Figueroa, Brendan McCann,
Beau Buckley, Skylar Rodriguez, Pamela McDonald, Amanda Martinez,
Ejay Padron, Taylor Gerrity, Ana Goldwich
Advisor: Vidal ‘Chuck’ Rivera
West Broward High School, Pembroke Pines, FL

7. SHORT FORM – NON-FICTION

Rising Tides
Alexander Someillan, David Alexander Perez, Lukas Guerra,
Kevin Reyes, Marcus Callegari, Giancarlos Miguel
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

8. LONG FORM – FICTION

NO WINNER
9. LONG FORM – NON FICTION

**Finding Home**
Molly Smith, Allison Fitzgerald, Dimitri Tsolakis, Hunter Valada, Hunaiza Maqsood, Jose Preciado, Wariboko Gabriel Semenitari, Yanni Varina Zhang
Advisor: Steven Gilbert
Monteverde Academy, Montverde, FL

14. PUBLIC AFFAIRS/COMMUNITY SERVICE

**Achieve Miami**
Alexis Bernstein
Advisor: Dave Burgess
PCTV - Pine Crest School, Fort Lauderdale, FL

---

SUNCOAST STUDENT PRODUCTION AWARDS

2018 CRAFT – HONORABLE MENTIONS – HIGH SCHOOL

16. ANIMATION/GRAPHICS/SPECIAL EFFECTS

**The Maskuline**
Noel Cross
Advisor: Vidal ‘Chuck’ Rivera
West Broward High School, Pembroke Pines, FL
17. AUDIO/SOUND

Animal Services Brings New Families Together
Christopher Ahrendt, Antonio Castellanos, Franco Luis, David Alexander Perez, Joseph Fernandez, Victor Arechevaleta, Lukas Guerra, Steven Lee, Alexander Someillan, Arthur Falconi
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

20. PHOTOGRAPHER

Video Demo Reel 2018
Student Crew
Advisors: Christina Insua, Omar Delgado
Christopher Columbus High School/CCNN Live, Miami, FL

21. TALENT

Luigi Sgarbi
Luigi Sgarbi, Kevin Buttet, Theodore Rackauskas, Nicholas Mirchandani, Alexander Nazareth
Advisor: Maria Molina
American Heritage School/WAHS News, Plantation, FL